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The ROAD

“Life is a Highway” 

– Rascal Flatts

Before the coronavirus (COVID-19), it was 
somewhat easier to “stay in your lane”

Current times have shifted us all toward the 
rougher side of the road

There are new hazards, but also…

New opportunities
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1. Where are we going?
Navigating though 2 “storms”

COVID-19 and racial injustice
On top of pre-2020 concerns & 

vulnerabilities

Destination: 
Safety

Social, emotional and physical well-
being during highly uncertain times
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2. What’s our starting point?

CHECK how you are handling stress
For kids: 1st, how are the adults in the 

family, school or environment doing?

SHINE A SPOTLIGHT on strengths

PACK the skills, tools and resources that 
have worked before
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3.  When should we adjust our course?

Look for:
New behavior

Sadness, agitation, irritability or aggression

Eating and sleeping changes; (low) energy

Withdrawal from people, activities

GPS: Those who are helping us find our 
way; our “navigators.”



Out of View Because

 TRAUMA

 Overwhelmed

 Implicit bias

 Financial/housing 
strains

 Positive COVID test

 Discomfort with hard 
questions; avoidance

 Social Media (distorts 
what we see)

Your Blind Spot 
Detection System

1. Build a (virtual) 
sense of community 
& connection

2. Uphold routine and 
ritual in your day

3. Use past skills, tools 
and resources

4. Be open to 
professional help
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4. What are my blind spots?



5. What did we leave behind?

“Normal”
Predictability; Stability
“Us” versus “Them”

Also leaving behind…commute, status 
quo, “othering” and many other things

Change = Loss -> Grieving
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Addressing 
Hard Topics 
with Children

Up To 
Year

Parent’s Superpower! Theme

1 • One’s own behavior - ACTIONS for 
coping & regarding relationships with 
diverse people

What you do matters more than what you 
say
Pre-verbal impact

3 • Play – USE TOYS to reinforce values Foster communication about fears and 
strengths through toys and play; reinforce 
that “differences” are OK; 
“feelings” are ok to safely share.

6 • Books and Videos – calmly ADDRESS 
natural judgments about others; 
IDENTIFY who our “helpers” are

Increasingly more use of words, but…
Who’s really “uncomfortable?”
Parent self-reflection

8 • Answer Questions – Be honest 
considering maturity level; find 
COMMON GROUND

With school/COVID: acknowledge what is, 
tap into child’s strengths
With race: find “similarities” – unity through 
commonalities

What can be done at 
each developmental 
stage to better 
assure children’s 
resilience?
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A key factor in prevention…good communication! 



The 
R.O.A.D. 

to 
Resilience

R
• Resilient (trauma-informed)

O
• Options

A
• Advocacy &

D
• Decisions
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A Few Key 
Resources

 National Suicide Prevention Lifeline  800-273-8255

 CrisisLink Text Line “CONNECT” 855-11

 DCHS Child and Family Behavioral Health Services 571.213.7963 
or DCHSYouthIntake@alexandriava.gov. (age 5 and older)

 DCHS Early Childhood Team  infant mental health
 https://www.alexandriava.gov/dchs/childrenfamily/default.aspx?id=50494

 RAISE (Alexandria’s Trauma Informed Community Network)
 https://www.alexandriava.gov/dchs/childrenfamily/default.aspx?id=109680

 LGBTQ+ Families for Black Lives Matter
 https://www.familyequality.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/06/LGBTQFamiliesforBlackLives.pdf

 Center of Excellence for Infant and Early Childhood Mental Health 
Consultation

 https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/programs_campaigns/IECMHC/ke
y-resources-for-promoting-equity-reducing-disparities.pdf
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The ROAD TO RESILIENCE begins here…

mailto:DCHSYouthIntake@alexandriava.gov?subject=re: Behavioral Health Services for Children and Families
https://www.alexandriava.gov/dchs/childrenfamily/default.aspx?id=50494
https://www.alexandriava.gov/dchs/childrenfamily/default.aspx?id=109680
https://www.familyequality.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/LGBTQFamiliesforBlackLives.pdf
https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/programs_campaigns/IECMHC/key-resources-for-promoting-equity-reducing-disparities.pdf

